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Dispute causes
one-VIeek delay
of ''Kicks &Co.''
By K. Vance Cunningham
and Anne Marie Ligas
Artistic differences between
Chicago composer/ playwright Oscar
Brown Jr. and musical director/Columbia faculty member Ira Ante lis
forced a one-week postponement of
the opening of Brown's jazz musical
" Kicks & Co.," at Columbia 's Gctz
Theate r ea rlier in the month.
"He (Antelis) quit and said I
could take my music a nd shove it up
my -," said Brown, who stars as
"Mr. Kicks" ill the play.
Antelis said , "Oscar (Brown)
wanted to cha nge the ending. I felt it
was not appro priate. " Ante! is added,
"I cursed at Oscar. I lost it. That's
happened before and usually the
panics make up."
The feud between the two was
short-lived. The play was re-

scheduled and ran through yesterday.
" Kic ks & Co." is a musical about
the beginning of the civil rights
movement set in the politically active
climate of the 1960s.
Brown said that he wanted one
character to "get the Holy Ghost."
at the e nd of a gospel number in the
show. Ante lis objected to making
changes that were not in the original
script.
Brown' s daughter. Maggie, a Columbia student and cast member.
said the proposed changes we re,
" nothmg b1g and major. ·· It was
going to mask the c hange of scenery .
It was going to divert the attention of
the audience.··
" Kic ks & Co." d irector, Willia m
Russo. said , " there was no excuse
for (Antelis') actions."

Continued on Page 4

(ChronicleiRobb Perta)

Columbia faculty member Ira Antelis (lefl) directs a r ehearsal of the musical score for "Kicks & C o. , " despite
an apparent lack or approval on the part or playwright/star Oscar Brown Jr. T he pairs "Artistic differences
caused a one-week delay in the production or the play.
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" It is risky business. there's no
doubt about that," said former astronaut James Lovell about the space
shuttle program . "Whenever you
combine high speeds. relative fuels,
high temperatures and backup opera tions, there is some risk invo lved. "
Lovell spoke about the NASA
shuttle space program to members of
the Headline Club on March 27.
Lovell was an astronaut from 1962
until his retirement in 1973 . He was
the Apollo 8 command module pilot
on the first manned trip to the moon
in December, 1968.
" The only way we could make
this a risk-free business is to leave
the orbiters in the hange r a nd never
take them out ," said Lovell , "and
thai's not what we want to do. · ·
At the time of his retirement.
Lovell held the record for time in
s pace with more than 7 15 hours . He
is now the pres ident of Centel
Communications Company.
Lovell said that NASA has faced a
lot of criticism since rhe crash of the
space shuttle Challenger.
"NASA does believe in safety.
There 's been some question that the
frequency of the flights overcame the
safety factor. That is really not true.
only because one o f the crite ria of
developing a nd designing the shuttle

Continued on Page 4

A NUCLEAR
WEAPON
FREE ZONE
Columbia instructor, Ron Freund , Alderman David O r r (49th) and
Mayor Harold Wash ington display a sign welcoming visitors to
Nuclear-free C hicago.

City becomes
nuclear-free
By Sue Mcllwaine
In a combined c hurch ceremony
and city-wide rally to suppon a
nuclear-free Chicago, Mayor Harold
Washington signed into effect an
ordina nce that makes Chicago the
largest U.S. city to become a
nuclear-free zone at Grace Episcopal
Church last month.
The ordinance. which was unanimously voted fo r by the C hicago
C ity Council on March 12. bans the
design. production . deployment.
launching . maintenance or Morage of
nuclear weapons or their components
within the city limits . The transpor·
tation of nuclea r weapons through

the city a nd basic nuclear research
a rc not restricted .
" By passing this o rdinance.
Chicago has taken o ut a long term
option on a nuclear weapon-free
future. " said Ron Freund, Columbia
liberal education instruc tor. and the
execut ive dircc10r of the Metro
Chicago Clergy and Laity Concerned. an interfaith organ iLation
tha t works for human right ~ cmd
anns control. The group pre~~cd the
ordinance upon the council and
helped push it through the ell)
council.
After ~ agmng the ordinant·c at the
rail)' . Wa~hmgton v.rotc Chat· agt,·,

name in a blank space at the top of a
list of four other major cit ies in the
world that arc presently nuclear-free
zones. The othe rs arc : London:
England : West Germany: Wellington: New Zealand : and Kyoto.
Japan.
A mixed c rowd of a bout 200
students and professionals attended
the rally where Was hington spoke
about the imponant shift of e mphas is
away from nuc lear weapon~ a nd the
historical occasion of making Chicago nuclear free .
Other speaker> included A ld.
David Orr (49th): Michael Quigley .
the assistant alderma n to Bernard
Hansen; Suzanne Sklar. the disarmament coordinator for Greenpeace Great Lakes; and the Rev.
Ric hard Simpson from the United
Church of Christ. Folk s inger J udy
Gorman-Jacobs led the crowd in a
s ing-along and poet Don Hernandez
read !>Ome of his works.
No major industry has voiced objection to the ordinance. according to
Freund. An economic impact study
was done and it s howed that the
effect, of the ordinance on the city's
economy would be very rr>inimal. 1f
anything at all . Industry will have
two year~ 10 phase out all involvement with nuclear weapon~.
and any new industric~ arc prohibited from producing nuclear wea p-

ons .
Annually on Aug. 6. a nuclear
"capon-free wnc day will he observed . v.hich 1~ the anmvcr'iiT) o f
the fir,t usc of nuclear v. eapon'
S1gn; "111 al;o be p<>\!cd dl C'll) Hall
dnd on maJOr h1gh" a~' lcad1ng 1nto
the L'lt)' ~nnounc 1 ng that Ch l(.'ago 1..,
nU<,:kar frc.:c.
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Interns reward is experience
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By Marty Walsh
The Office of Career Planning
and Professional Placement recently
released the results of a survey done
on the financial rewards or the lack
of. given to Columbia College stu·
dents involved in the lntcrn/ CO·OP
programs in the 1985 Fall semester.
The interns were asked to rel'lm
an anyonymous remuneration
survey . One-hundred and s ixty-four
students from all majors were sur·
vcyed . Of that number. 77 returned
the survey .
The survey indicated that only 28
(36 percent) of the students working
as interns received any form of pay·
for their work . Twenty-one of the 28
paid , received an ho urly wage ranging from $1 - $8 per hour. for a 1020 hour work week.
or the seven remaining interns .
one was paid on a free-la nce basis .
one on commis.ion (about $ 150 per
week) , two pe r semester ($250). and
three earned an average o f $63 per
week .

The interns surveyed listed other
forms of remuneration that included:
Usc o f equipment and faci lities to
complete school projec ts: press
passes : paid transpon a tion fa re:
bylines in newspapers: opponunitics
to work and be paid for special
events. and full -time employment
after internship. among othe rs.
Sixty-four percent of the interns

surveyed received no type of pay or
remuneration. according to the
survey .
Those luc ky enough to land a paid
internship are in the minority. As the
survey indicate.•. even those paid
during their interns hips didn't earn
very high wages. But making money
isn't the point of serving an internship. according to Placeme nt Director Dr. Harvey ldc us.
" We always tell students to take
an internship. even if they have to
borrow the money to do it, because
in the long run it pays off." (deus
said. He added. " There is more to
internships than the money and academic credit. Internships allow
students to build ponfolios of their
work . The radio and TV people get a
chance to develop de mo tapes: the
writer. bylines on newspapers: the
copywriter. copy . Columbia offe rs
stude nts a chance to gain " hands
on·· experience.
!deus clai med that Columbia's Inte rnship/CO-OP program is the
largest. for a school of its type and
size. in the Midwesl.
" The average CO-OP/Internship
has about 100 stude nts invo lved a
year. We average 175 per se mester.
Our program is probably in the top 5
percent in the country. " said Ideus
quoting national statistics.
According to ldeus . the progra m
is growing . More students arc getting involved and more employers
arc hiring interns.

The greatest increase in the internship programs is in television and
advenising. according to a spread sheet issued by the Placement Office.
In the Spring Semester, 1983,
there were 49 students involved in
TV Internships . That number has
increased by 44 to its present 93. as
of the 1986 Spring Semester.
A similar increase can be seen in
the Advenising/ Public Relations Internship program. In the Spring
Semeste r of 1983 there were eight
students in related internships. Today
there a re 29. - an inc rease of 2 1
students.
Smaller growth rates arc seen in
Photo/Art. Film/ Video. Theate r/
Music. Writing/ English . and Radio.
according to the spreadsheet.
Accord ing to the spreadsheet ,
the re has been a slight decline in
Mude ms participating in Journalism
and AEMMP Internships.
There is no question that intern>hips arc valuable. Chances o f
>ecuring a job upon graduation arc
co nsiderably highe r if a student ca n
>how a pote ntial e mployer that he o r
she already has experience .
So why aren't students beating
down the placement office doors for
internships?
A big obstacle is grades. A stude nt
seeking an internship in any field
must have a cumulative 3.0 G . P. A.
and have attained j unior standing .
Some exceptions are made, but as a

rule all dcpanmcnts follow the
guidelines. Inte rnships. paid or unpaid . may be taken fo r up to six
credit hours depending on the
amount of time the student wo rks at
the internship.
Once a student is determined eligible fo r an inte rnship he or she
must find one that will bene fit the m
and fit their schedule . Naturally. the
paid internships a re in the most
demand but as the survey indicated.
they arc fewer in number.
The fact that there arc so few paid
internships is one o f the biggest
reasons students do n't participate in
the program .
Kim Cisna. a senior advertising
majo r. tried unsuccessfully to find a
paid inte rnship.
" I couldn't do an internship because they were a ll no n-paying. I'm
an independent student and I have to
pay my own bills. The re was no way
I could have done it but it would
have been helpfu l. .. Cisna •aid.
Jane Brouder. a junior journalism
student. has already served two internships with WBBM -TV "' a production assista nt . a nd WBBM AM
Radio as a newsroom assistant. Both
have been non-paying. Broudcr said
she is able to take non-paying internships because she works weekends.
" I work for Jewel on Friday.
Saturday and Sunday. about 20 hours
a week . That pays for pan of my
tu ition and the e xpenses during the
week. " she said. She added. " I

Science Tech. Program
students neiN choice
By Exodus Pettus
According to Dr. Zafra U:rrnan .
cha1rpcrson of the Science Dcpanment at Columbia College . students
should take advantage o f the new
Scie nce Technology and Public PolICY Program now available he re.
" The purpose o f the program is
for students to get a good background in science... said U:rrnan
"so additional JObs would be open
for them ...
Dr. U:rrnan "'id for example. that
if a student. a theater major . takes an
additiOnal 24 hours in Scie nce. he
would be then pan o f the program :
Science Technology and Theate r.
Dr. Lerman said it docsn ' t matter
what a student 's majo r is. he or she
should have some type of science
background for their benefit.
She added that a lot of the i"ue'
wrmen about in the ncw<paper. da1ly
deal wtth environment. energy .
mediCine , waste di,PQ'OI and radiatton and 10 order to undcr'itand
the~ "'ue~ a per~n ~ hould have
~ type of .c1ence bac kground or
they w1ll be comple tely la.t.

Dr Lerman \atd the ¥oame 1Utuauon '' true for televl\lon maJor ~ .
TelevJ\lon. 10 Jt\Cif. i~ a rc ~ult of

science and tec hnology. said Dr.
Lerman. and in o rde r to understand
the technology in that field a nd to be
able to grow with that field . a
student must have basic knowledge
of acoustic >. sound. light a nd electricity.
" There a rc a lot of places that
look for people in science photography. science ad ministration. medical
photography and medical admi nistration." said Dr. U:rrnan . "They
want these people to have a background in sc ience so they will know
what they are doi ng . "
Dr. U:rrnan also said the Colu mbia Science Dcpa n mcnt is ho ping to
work w ith Walt Disney Productions
'" producing educational videos. Dr.
Lerman said she hope> the students
who will get the c ha nce to work with
the videos w ill eventually get a job at
Walt Disney Produc tions because of
the experience they· would have
gained.

" Seven year~ ago. there was no
sc ience department at Columbia .
Now there arc 50 programs and
1,200 stude nts in the Science Dcpanmcnt." said Dr. Lerman . a research c hemist who has worked hoth
1n the Umted States and abroad .
" We have programs that arc de ·
for every m:tjor in th i~ school

~•gncd

so every student in th is school can
have a science background in the ir
own major. This way . when the re
arc technological changes in a students major. the student can stay in
the fi eld a nd g ro w w ith the
cha nges. "
According to Dr. U:rrna n. the
students who arc able to adapt arc
the o nes with a good bac kground in
science technology.
As far as what improvements have
been made regarding the new program. Dr. Lerman said the improvements. involving the first
semeste r program . will be trying to
develop new programs thro ugh donations and trying to acquire new
equipment so the students can continue to learn about the growing
changes in ~cience .
Dr. Lerrnan added that she hopes
the Science Department can get a
chance to w<!rk with elementary and
high school teac hers by running
workshops for them so that the
Science Dcpanment can incorporate
their own method of teac hing science.
Dr . Lerman said the main goal of
the program is to educate all students
a t Columbia in science a nd all the
citizens of C hicago by producing
videotapes, ne wspapers and workshops.

would recommend an internship for
anyone who is serious about getting
into the " bus iness." I've learned
more in the internships than I' ve
learned in my three semesten 11
Columbia . Internships let you find
out what it's like on the inside."
John Blake. a sophomore TV major, was excited about the prospect
of serving a n internship.
' 'I' ve heard a lot of good things
about the interns hip programs. 1
want to get an internship because
e mployers need to sec practical experience in the field. not just a
resume tha t doesn't list any practical
experience. I also am hoping that
there is good c hance of getting
hired." Blake said .
Whethe r or not a student serves an
internship seems to be based on two
fac tors : money and eligibility.
According to ldcus. effons have
been made by his office and the
Development Office to pay students
working as interns for non-profit
organizations .
ldeu• said the focus of their effons
is targeted at getting grant money
from private foundations. He said,
" We arc still in the process of
apply ing . Sometimes you get the
money fast a nd sometimes you don't.
We're trying to get the students
tuition bac k. anyway."
ldeus s ummed up his feelings on
all the interns hip programs saying,
" It's a dynamite program that's
probably not talked about e nough."

"I compared Paralegal P.ro,grams
and chose Roosevelt'
.
·"t •
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Trib. reporter to resume studies here
By Sally Daly

When John Kass entered the doors
of Columbia College as a student for
the firsJ time in 1979, he had no idea
that he would be returning some
seven years later, technically still a
student, planning to complete his
degree. Nor did he know that he
· would return as a staff member of
the CIUcago Tribune.
Kass, 30, is currently a general
assignme nt reporter for the Chicago
Tribune. He recently addressed a
group of journalism students in the
departme nt's Front Page Lecture
class.
"There's a lot I want to talk
about, because we have a lot in
common," Kass told the students. "I
came from here."
Kass was a student here from 1979
until 1982. Because he has not yet
completed his undergraduate work ,
Kass plans to return to Columbia to
obtain his bachelor's degree.
Kass originally entered Columbia
as a writing major, but because of
his views on the writing department,
he changed majors.
" I was originally a w riting rna·
jor. " he explained, "but I became
upset with the writing department. I
was dissatisfied and I questioned
whether it (the writing program here)
fit the needs of a majority of the
students. I got tired of sitting in a
dark room and listening to the
wind."
With encouragement from journalism ihstructors Daryle Feldmeir
and Lcs Brownlee, Kass began

studying journalism. While a student
here, he landed an internship at the
Daily Calumet Newspaper, in Lan·
s ing, II ., which covers the Southeast
s ide of Chicago. His professional
training for the .newspaper business
offically began there. " I learned how
to do stories on my own," he said in
regard to his work at the paper. "I
was given an education just by trial

and error.··

and. as they say. the rest is history .
They began doing more work for the
Tribune and a short time later. were
hired together in what can well be
described as a "package deal. ..

the two in regard to the amount of
work required . He added that. as a
professional reporter. there is only
one main objective: " to fi nd the
subject and get the story ...

.. 1 remember coming from out of
nowhere and walking into this gothic
building (The Tribune) and wondering whether I belonged... Kass
remembered. Kass admitted that he
" felt shaky at first" about whether
he was "as good as the reporters
from a major metropolitan daily. "

"You'd better wake the guy up in
the middle of the night or find out
where his kid is playing basketball do something to find the subject and
get the story ... l f yoiJ don't get a
story. forget it. it's over... he
warned.

Following the internship, Kass
was asked to remain on the staff at
the paper as a reporter: "Because
there were more beats available than
there were reporters to cover them ...
he was able to take two beats. One
of them happened to be in the
political arena.

" The first press conference with
other reporters was intimidating. Just
to be in that room trying to ask
questions of a mayor was in·
timidating. but. he quipped. "I got
over it."

" I was lucky in that there were a
lot of politics going on in the South·
east side at the time," he said. " I
wanted to cover the Southeast side.
Vrdolyak. and City Hall just the way
the Tribune and the Sun-Times
were covering it. We didn't really
have the resources (at the paper) but
that's what[ wanted to do."

Kass said that the best way to beat
the feeling of intimidation is "to be
the most aggressive. hardworking
and smart-working reporter ... "You
can' t be taught how to get a story.
you have to do it ... he advised.
Among the stories that Kass has
covered in his work at the Tribune
arc :

It was during the 1982 mayoral
primary, when he was "working 15
hours a day," that Kass stopped
attending classes at Columbia. He
put his efforts entirely toward his
work at the newspaper. It was also
around this time when Kass met
Mark Eissman .
Although Kass claims they "didn't
like or trust each other at first,"
Eissman and Kass were to become a
very successful team. They began
covering City Hall on a daily basis
"from 8 a .m. to 6 p.m .. " and doing
political investigative stories. particularly on the Chairman of the

Dem ocra tic Part y. Edward
Vrdolyak. that soon began to be
recognized.
"We were lucky in that UPI
(United Press International) picked
up some stories we had done." he
explained . " Radio would then run
the storeis with a c redit to the Daily
Calumet. Television would pick up
radio and wire and that brought us to
the attention of newspapers.··
When Kass and Eissman dug up a
story on Clarence McClain. forme r
top aide to Major Harold Washington . concerning the poor condition of some buildings that McClain
owned. and they brought the story to
the attention of editors at the T ribune. Kass says the Tribune "be
came interested .··
Kass and Eissman eventually
brought the story to the Tribune,

CORNER OF MICHIGAN & BALBO
THE BLACKSTONE HOTEL 939-0096

The Dotson-Webb rape recantation
case; the kidnap-murder of Melissa
Ackerman; the taping of Mayor
Harold Washington by former 3rd
Ward Aldermanic candidate James
"Skip" Burrell. and the influence of
politics and race in the investigation
of a CTA bus crash that killed seven
Joliet-area youths. O ne of his most
recent stories. which again coupled
him with Eissman. dealt with city
contracts.
Kass noted that there is a big
difference in' the requirements of
work and school. He said that there
is "nothing in common" bctwewen

Kass also spoke a great deal on
Chicago's political condition. particularly on the 1987 mayoral race.
He said he sees a "shift in power."
coming to Chicago politics. which
would shift " the center of power
from the city to the County Board."
Kass was born and raised on
Chicago's South Side and attended
Richards High School in Oak Lawn .
He and his fiancee Betty. whom he
met at Columbia. will mar ry in a
couple of weeks . She was a dance
major here when they met and is
currently a member of the Chicago
Moving Company .
Kass says that has no definite
future plans. as far as his job is
concerned. He says he is "having
fu n .. at what he is doing now and
that he is concentrating on his present work.
There is one definite plan that
Kass has committed himself to.
however. and that is to return to
Columbia College next fall to complete his degree. When asked why he
will be returning to complete his
degree from Columbia. he said ,
"Northwestern is a good school. but
so is Columbia. Columbia is a practical approach ... [ didn't have time to
go back (to school) before, but I
realize that now is the time to do it. ..

"Probably The World's Best Burger"

STUDENTS! 20% OFF THE BEST BURGERS
AND ...
Remember when a burger was a burger, back
when it was still fun to eat - fresh ground, pure
beef hot off the charcoal grill, snuggled-up next to a heap of crisp,
golden fries. And how ' bout a double-rich malt to top it off. (always
made with Haagen-Dazs c reamy ice cream)
Well, that's just the beginning at CHEQUERS in the BLACKSTONE HOTEL where quality, fun food mixes with a great new
atmosphere for a great meal, breakfast lunch o r dinner. Start-off
the day with fresh-squeezed O .J ., pure, rich Kona bean coffee and

great pancakes or fluffy omelettes. And for lunch,
watch out for ... "probably the worlds best burger"
(6 oz. or 9 oz.) with over a dozen fresh toppings, homemade
soups, heaping fresh salads and killer fountain creations. And after
the day is done settle down to some of the special specials (like
grilled swordfish, or N.Y. Steak) that round-out our menu for
dinner. All this at 20% off for students with a current J.D. So
c heck-out CHEQUERS at the BLACKSTONE HOTEL, corner of
Michigan and Balbo.
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CBS Vice-Pres.
on netVIork TV
By Judy Sluder
"Making Television: Inside CBS"
was the topic of a presentation given
by John Gin way, vice president of
network sales for CBS in Chicago, at
Columbia College, March 24.
Ginway spoke with a group o f
Columbia students and faculty in the
Ferguson Theater on what constitutes
a television network and the creative
process " behind the scenes. ··
The film " Making television: Inside CBS .. was presented by Gin way
and a discussion followed .
The ·development . production.
teamwo rk and dec ision-making
process of network television was
revealed in the film . " It (the film)
was made as a specific tool to
encourage people to· become involved in broadcasting and communications ." Ginway said.
According to the vice president.
the film will be presented at various
journalism schools and " peripheraltype.. universities to help people
develop more of an "appetite" for
the Communications field .
Ginway illustrated the ··creative
process .. of developing a show by
describing it as a type o f " railroad . ..
" We get on the track with a

program idea - which is nowhere ...
he said. " Then we take it step-bystep ...
The "train" then goes down the
line and makes stops by the writers.
the production team. the " stars ...
censors and the sales depanment ,
Ginway explained.
" Finally we get on the air with the
fini shed proj ect ... he said.
Also. said Ginway. hours are
" anguished " over programming trying to decide which shows should
be broadcast.
"This is what happens at our new
program meetings ... he said. " At
our last meeting I asked. ·Are we
going to keep Twilight Zone on the
air?' We discussed it and decided
that we had a young audience that
was interested enough in it. ..
These type of conversations actually happen in a board room. according to Ginway.
.. You know your idea is good
when your colleagues don't jump all
over you ... Ginway said.
He said that " gut feelings" are
thrown out in meetings as to whether
a show will sell or not.
This is what many decisions are
based on, he said.
One CBS executive stated in the
film that this "creative process " is

Continued from page 1 ,

John Ginway
·· not a scieOce; it· s a very precious
a n ."
According to Gin way. a salesperson is always present at programming meetings to help in the
decision-making.
" We now have someone sit with
every program decision that is
made ... he said.
Ginway said that anyone interested
in communications and especially
sales, who has a college degree,

should get in touch with CBS in
Chicago.
Sometimes, if a person is in the
" creative process" - in production,
sales or similar areas - leaving
Chicago and gaining experience in a
field might be required in order to
return to Chicago for a good position
with a network, he said.
uThere is an amazing turnover in
Chicago," said Ginway . "There is a
lot of opponunity at the networks."

Astrona.u t
Continued from page 1
was the frequency of nights .·· Lovell
said . "We don' t realize that on
almost every space flight we've had.
something's gone wrong.··
On Lovell's Apollo 13 mission to
the moon. the oxygen system failed
on lhe way. The astronauts con-

ven ed their lunar module . Aquarius.
into a lifeboat to return safe ly.
" In my e xperie nce. they' ve
(NASA) been very careful and try to
be very safety conscious. The incident on my Apollo 13 flight was
human error. Our oxygen tank blew
up because they put the wrong plate
inside of it five years before we took
off. and no one ever caught it ... he
said .
Lovell described how many major
accidents occur o n NASA spacecraft .
" It's a series of small incidents ...
he said . " that overcome the pilot
and/or the aircraft that fiMlly cause
the accident. "
Lovell said that NASA uses a
safety " back-up" for most mechanical pans on the shuttle, including
the 0 -ring seals which have been

tplJ6

most often blamed for the shuttle
disaster. Lovell said that he is not
sure if the 0 -rings seals were the
cause of the Challenger accide nt.
" I can only asce nain what I read
in the newspapers,.. Lovell said.
" There was some segregation of the
0-ring seals on previous flights."
Lovell said the Challenger accident was " panicularly tragic" because civilian Christa McAuliffe was
o n board .
" Mil itary test pilots ask for the
j ob and they face danger so they
should expect something to go
wrong... Lovell said. " But what
about a civilian?"
If a civilian teache r could " enhance the value of education to our
school children" by fly ing in the
space shuttle , " then she was welcome and she should have been
there ," Lovell said.
.. Also. I' m very sure that anybody
who is aboard is quite aware of the
risks involved .· · he added.
Lovell said the space program is
" a living legacy . far-reaching and
affects nearly eve ry facet of our
lives. "
" It also holds g reat pro mise of

naveral," Lovell said . "But it would
be an impardonable violation of the
vision and determinatio n of the
Challenger crew to dwell on that sad
tragedy."

extaordinary benefit to mankind for
years to come."
"Of coone, our memories are
emotionally etched by what happened two months ago at Cape Ca-

Be a part of history

M~ IIANDslcROS

RICA™
l:"oo ,\SSOCIATION WITH
TH F. COCA-t .'O l.A CO.

To make a pledge and join the line, call

1·800-USA-9000
Wolit you lend a hand?

Brown claimed that Russo "be&~
ged" Antelis to come back.
" William Russo brought Ira
(Antelis) back without any 8llempl to
apologize which is what I conaitler
extreme disrespect," said Brown.
" It was at that point that I quit."
Brown said the producers attempted to replace him with understudy Aaron Freeinan. Brown said
he had not signed the contract to
allow the school to produce the play
without him. He said the producen
were " dancing on private property."
" When they came to that realization." said Brown, "they cancelled
the show."
"Our disagreement was not the
reason (for the cancellation)," said
Antelis, "but it may have been the
catalyst."
Brown later met with Columbia
president Mirron Alexandroff in an
attempt to salvage the production.
" I tried to explain to him," said
Brown, " that he d idn't have a legal
leg to stand on and that the situation
was a PR disaster. "
Alexandroff told the Cbroalde:
"It was a difficult sitwltion for a
variety of reasons, over which I
personally had neither comrol, influe nee o r even any foreknowledge."

Brown had
complete
artistic
control
After negotiations, Brown said he
signed a contract which gave him
"complete artistic control. "
Brown, who had hoped to do two
more productions at Columbia, .said
that Alexandrof( was going to pay
him to do his shows somewhere else.
Brown said, "AJexandroff is going to give me some '!lOney, .not
much. toward my next production. I
wanted to do two more productions
at Co lumbia, but he said he tlidn 't
want me to do anymore productions
at Columbia. He's going to pay me
to do something elsewhere."
Alexandroff said that Brown may
have misinterpreted his action.
"I wouldn't pay (Brown) to get
out," said Alexandroff. " This wu
not a payoff in any sense. We' re not
saying that he can' t be at Columbia
because things have been difficult."
Alexandroff said that next year's ftaii
theater schedule wooldn't permit
Brown to do the productions.
"I think everybody in the situation, " said Alexdroff, "bears some
responsibility for the friction, which
damns nobody."
Antelis said that he didn' t really
understaod the changes that Brown
wanted to make. . "What (Brown)
was telling me and what he really
wanted. I misunderstood, " he said.
Antelis added that, in general, "Oscar and I got along great."
Brown said, "(Antelis) did quite a
nice job" as musical director.
" Kicks & Co." ran for four days
at the o ld McCormick Place in 1961,
and featured Burgess Meredith,
among others.
Mrs. Franklin Delano Rooseveh
called the play . " beautiful and
true ." Dr. Martin Luther King siad
" Kicks & Co. " is " a great work,
pro found ly moving ... (it) mirrors
with extraordinary perceptio n the
conflict o f the soul , the moral
choices that confront us today .. .It
will in its own special way affect
vast numbers with the mo ral force of
our young people tnday."
Getz Theater Anistic Director
Sheldon Potinkin, Russo and AlexandrotT declined to comment oa
whether any money was lost due to
the postponement.

Crystal Green contributed
to this story.
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U. S. Department of Transportation

FAMOUS LAST WORDS FROM FRIENDS
TO FRIENDS. I'm perfectly fine. I can

drive with my eyes closed. Theres nothing
wrong with me. Are you joking-! feel
great. What am I -a wimp? I'm in great
shape to drive. You're not serious are you?
Whats a couple of beers? Nobody drives
my car but me. I've never felt better. I can
drink with the best of them. But I only had
a few. So I had a couple. I can drive rings
around anybody. I can drive my own car,
thank you. I'm not drunk. I drive better
·lten I'm like this. Who says I can't drink
irive? I can hold my booze. I know
,.,m doing. I always drive like this.
c-:) wi .
.~ tst me. Whats a few
._hing to me. I'm
...T;th my eyes
·ith me.
rl.

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP.

~~
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Columbia's Typewriter Blues
One of the most tal.ked-about issues at Columbia College is that of the
deplorable condition of the typewriters available for student use.
Any student who has taken a course in which typewriters are used should
be able to attest they are usually not in working order and arc also often
abused. During class time, students are seen playing "musical chairs"
attempting to find just one typewriter that doesn't jump spaces, have broken
keys or that doesn't lack ribbon .
In each typewriter room. there are plastic bins haning on the wall for
students to file work orders for typewriters that need repair. Yet no work
order forms are made available.
A $10 fee is assessed each student wlio enrolls in a typing course.
Students are told that the fees cover the cost of typewriter maintenance and
repair. Yet . mysteriously, most typewriters in each location have the same
problems they did the week before.
Administrative Dean Ben Gall claims that if electric typewriters were
purchased, students would only abuse them like many now do with those
that Colpmbia now owns.
Maybe the administration should consider the purchase or acquisition of a
few dozen electric typewriters, instead of constantly repairing or overhauling the old ones. In addition, it might not be a bad idea to hire some
pan -time student help to monitor typing rooms when classes are not in
session. After all. security in the computer rooms is excellent.
Students, don't think Dean Gall does not have an open mind for these
things, because he does. He said last semester he would consider acquiring
electric typewriters, but suggested than than an additional fee be tacked on
for maintenance and repair to pay for them. We think most students would
not object to that, as long as they are maintained, as he said they could be.
We welcome your reply .
_
We also invite all to consider how simple it would be to sign in and out
of the typing room when using the equipment. Also, imagine what it would
be like to always have either an instructor or monitor nearby when we have
questions penaining to the use or condition of a typewriter.
We cannot deny the typewriters are often abused by students who don't
know how to use them properly.
If an increased fee per typing student is not feas ible, then possibly an
across-the-board fee schedule should be considered. If the latter is not a
popular change, maybe some fat could be cut from somewhere else in
school and the administration could see its way into making such a purchase
or acquisition.
We at the Columbia Chronicle feel that something should be done about
this problem immediately. We know it is something echoed through the
halls every semester, every year, but problems can only be solved through
progress and attention.
The Columbia Chronicle encourages members of the staff. faculty or
student body to express their feelings to us, and to the administration and
board of trustees, in support of change. We also encourage the administration to take one step forward and bring this problem closer to being solved.

Awards and Warfare
It was a night of startling contrasts. As many Americans kept their eyes
on their televisions sets and watched the 58th Annual Academy Awards, the
U.S. and Libya were engaged in military combat in the Sidra Gulf.
ABC special news repons revealed servicemen in uniform , radar
missiles, and airborne militia , juxtaposed on our screens with the formal
attire of the Hollywood event: glitter. tuxedos, and sequinned gowns, like
the one co-host Jane Fonda was wearing. I guess that, at least for an
evening, political lobbying and activism, such as that displayed by Fonda
during the Vietnam War, were not on the agenda.
As a prelude to the evening's program, Barbara Walters, clad in a collar
of pearls. interviewed the President , Fi rst Lady , and First Dog, who ,
though well-trained, had little to add in the way of conversation.
While Walters tip-toed around both relevant and irrelevant issues, such as
world peace and the White House mutt , the king and queen of the American
political screen tried hard to figure out whether the First Lady read her
daughter's new book, " Home Front. " Their own movie star smiles hid
their perpetually-stumbling tongues.
Oscar winners are recognized for enriching people's lives through the an
of filmmaking. Serv icemen are recognized for eliminating lives through acts
of war.
An American dichotomy and mass media dilemma: which do you want
first, the good news or the bad news?
In the wake of the awards ceremony, and following the night's newscast.
I could think of only one thing, and it had nothing to do with Steven
Spielberg. I'm glad no one's shooting at me. Not on this night.

By Susan Jay
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The LaRouche candidates
"slip-in;" who's to blame
Two ultra-eonservative candidates for high governmental offices in Illinois won the Democratic
nomination last month due to voter ignorance. Democrats Mark F airchild, candidate for Lt. Governor, and
Janice Hart, candidate for Secretary of State, have won the right to run with gubernatorial candidate Adlai
Stevenson III, Hart a nd Fa irchild got elected because voters were unaware of their connection with rightwinger Lyndon LaRouche. LaRouche and his supporters believe the Queen of England is involved in drug
trade, Henry Kissinger is a KGB agent and the Holocaust never took place.
LaRouche has 750 candidates running in 29 states. His people were elected in Illinois, and might be elected
in other states, because voters don't know who they 're voting for. Even after the extensive media coverage
of the primary election upset , voters still aren't sure wbo Hart, Faircbild and LaRouche are and what they
stand for. The Chronicle recently questioned a random sample of Columbia students and % were not
familiar with Hart and Fa irchild candidates . Yet all of the students polled said they were planning to vote in
the November general elections.
This widespread voter ignorance can be blamed on apathy. Most voters don't have the time or inclination to study the platforms of those seeking office. They don't make a conscientious effort to utilize their voting
privileges to the fullest extend.
Tbe media, broadcast and print, can also take some of the blame.It is their duty to give objective and
equal coverage of the candidates. Before the primary, Hart a nd Faircbild got little coverage because it was
presumed they wouldn't win. By keeping a low profive on their right-wing philosophies, Hart and F'aircbild
were able to "sneak in the back door" and get the nominations.
So what will happen in November? Those who vote the s traight Democratic ticket may- elect two
LaRouche supporters to high offices. Other voters may choose Hart and Fairchild simply because their
na mes sound fa miliar.
Preventing such " undesirables" from obtaining government positions is up to the pubic and the meda.
Voters s hould be aware of the platforms of the candidates and be well-informed by the time they enter the
polling place.
Tbe media should give some amount of coverage to all candidates seeking high offices. A one- or twcrline
newspaper endorsement isn 't enough. The media can't ignore possible candidates, no matter how unlikely it
is that they'll win. That's how Hart and Fairchild slipped into the s late in March and that's how they could
s lip into the state in November.

Libya: Did we deter terrorism?
So we went ahead and did it. The U.S. bombed Libya and a lot of people are glad we did. Tbe Reagan
Administration took a bold stand in the fight against terrorism by bombing the Middle East country. Libyan
leader Moammar Khada fy had his home destroyed his own children hurt and one child killed.
There are a few people who deserved to be bombed more than this leader who sponsors terrorists acts.
That most people would agree with.
But a lot more tha n who deserves to be hurt, and who deserves to be killed, should have been considered
before the U.S. emba rked on this latest militar y adventure.
Did Khadafy's children deserve to be subjected to the same treatment we condemn terrorists for ?
Another thing tlfconsider : What did bombing Libya accomplish, besides quenching the American thirst for
blood and revenge?
Not a damn thing.
Can we travel the world in our fancy airplanes, boats, or even cars without the fear of being kidna pped
a nd perhaps killed by terrorists?
No, but bombing the Libyan cities of Tripoli and Benghazi made us "sta nd tall."
Can we wa lk the s treets of our major cities without fearing loud noises a nd looking for the smoke from
terroris ms fi re?
No, but Libya made us "sta.nd ta ll ."
Can we look at an Arabic student a nd not wonder if he or she could be the one who blows up our school or
subway in retaliation to our retaliation?
No, but bombing Libya made us "stand ta ll ."
So, while we a rc feeling avenged , and as President Rona ld Reagan is so fond of saying, "standing taU,"
the terrorists are busy ma king plans to turn this country upside down through acts of terror. And we can't
stop lhem because we won't give up the free country rights that we will have to abandon to s top them.
Rights to privacy, public ga thering and having the freedom to go where we want to, will not be easily given
up.
There a re only two ways to get rid of terrorism when dealing with people who a re not afraid to die . One is
to bomb countries that support ter rorism into a mass graveyard, with not even children left to be a ngry in
the future. Another is to sit down with these people a nd work out the grieva nces we have.
The la tter is the way of the civilized; the huma ne. The former would make us a ll terrorists.

The Chronicle will reserve space each
week for reader commentary. Letters
should be 250 words or less.
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Florida Trip: Boon or Bust

I COULD NO

HAVE PLANN
THIS TRIP
BETTER
IF I
lED

Granted, the Safari Motel in Daytona Beach, Fla. was horrible.
There was mold and mildew in the bathrooms. maggots and
unidentified germs lurking in the corners. The maids found numerous
excuses not to clean the rooms, and the proprietors of the motel gave
several explanations as to why the pool was not cleaned throughout the
vacation. Not to mention the fact that complainers were verbally
abused.
Even Campus Marketing Inc ., sponsor of the trip, refused to take
responsibility when it came to the motel. They told Representative
Dora Moore to deal with the conditions of the motel herself, ending the
conversation and leaving Columbia's students to fend for themselves.
Some did so by booking rooms in other hotels. Most of the students
stayed, bought disinfectent products and cleaned as best they could .
Me, I took one look at the motel, deemed it trash, weighed my
options, decided I had none and set out to have a great time. This I did
extremely well .
The entertainment CMI provided was excellent. The Hawaiian Luau
was fu n, fun, fun. The Party Cruise ship had me dancing like a fool,
and Wet N' Wild was no slouch either. I started the week with a bang.
and ended it with exhaustion.
All in all I had a great time and I think most of the students did, too.
Besides, for $169 I did not expect much and when it came to the motel
room I did not get much.
For those planning to go to Florida next time I would suggest you
find out ahead of time at what hotel you are booked, check it out if
possible and give'em hell in Florida.

By Jacqueline Jones

Letters to the Editor
Writing dept. tutor disagrees
To the Editor:
I strongly disagree with the Chronicle's March 17th editorial about the tutoring program. I've been a tutor in the
writing department for five semesters. I see the progress my tutees make. I know they are vigorously taught (and
learn) grammar, punctuation, and spelling within the tutoring syllibi. Standard English grammar is integral to the
very spirit of the Story Workshop methodology of teaching writing. Yes, to quote your headline, "Tutors handle
problems." Our qualifications, training, and effectiveness are not at issue.
Nor is tutors' pay a disputable issue within the writing department, despite the fact that our pay received frontpage coverage in the March 17th Chronicle. Everyone aware of tutors' workload, our peer-level teaching
responsibilities, and our results as they show in tutees' writing, agrees we deserve more money than T .A . 's who just
collate Xeroxes.
An tlrgent issue is the conduct of a handful of writing department instructors who are, I believe, taking illadvantage of selected students' naivete, trust, and respect. These instructors ire involving students in gossip and
other intrigues contrived to impact on the emotionally-charged writing faculty split. The intent of these instructors is
to undermine the tutoring program , the Story Workshop methodology, and the credibility of certain other writing
instructors. This conduct is at the expense of the high quality of education in the writing department.
As a student, I call on these instructors to stop this smear campaign. I call o n my friends and classmates to turn a
deaf ear to this gossip and to view their faculty heroes with the small degree o f te rror that every bigger-than-life
figure deservedly inspires.
I believe that factors behind the writing department split are deeply personal, emotional issues between
personalities among the department's faculty and administration. These issues should be kept separate from the Story
Workshop methodology which has taught me my craft.
These issues should be kept out of the hearts and minds of students.
Instructors should return their students' respect by recognizing that our time in school is precious and not to be
wasted on the personal disputes of faculty.

Polly Mills

Damaged egos here
To the Editor:
After reading the editorial page from the March 24 issue of the C hronicle it
became quite apparent that the editorial page has become a baule ground:
the specific articles I am referring to are the ones by Larry Heinemann and
John Schulu. I read both articles. Both parties were using the C h ronicle to
seuJe an argument that has arisen between them. This is childish . Both men
have lost credibility for resorting to this level , and in fact , makes me
question the department as a whole. If the department concerns itself with
such mauers, then are they concerned about is the welfare and best interest
of the students? Futhermore, these people are the heads of the department.
I'm very happy having take n my English classes at another school, for I
would not want to contend with the easily damaged egos apparent here.

Sally Huffer, Television Major

Writing instructors reply
I read with interest your article on Larry Heinemann's Dlinois Arts
Council Grant. I was somewhat surprised that you neglected to mention
other Dlinois Arts Council Grant winners still on the faculty of the Writing/
English department. John Schulu, Paul Hoover, and Renee Hansen all
received grants in this year's competition. In addition to Andy Allegretti ,
Shawn Shifleu, John Schulu, and Maxine Chernoff, all of whom received
lAC grants last year, the Columbia Writing/English faculty has received
more Arts Council awards than any other group in the state over the last
two years. I would suggest that the Chronicle interview these awardwinners if for no other reason than to let the school know that Columbia
writers are receiving a good bit of recognition.
I might also suggest an interview with the student and faculty editors of
Hair Trigger 8, the collection of Columbia student writing that recently
received first prize in the Coordinating Council of Literary Magazines
competition. It is interesting to note that second place was awarded to the
Harvard Advocate and third place to The Amherst Review. Columbia
student writers obviously can hold their own with the best of the best.

PhotoPoll
Do you think the Libya bombing will deter terrorism?

Dondreua Degraffenreid

Glenn Guichard
Junior
Commercial photograpy

Doug DeForest
Junior
Theatre Music Dance

Melody Markham
Junior
Graphic design

Charles Coule
Freshman
AAEMP

Junior

" No, definitely not. Basically.
bombing never helped much of anything. The Israelis have been bombing people for a number of years and
they're still not all that safe.''

"I think the Libya bombing is
another step in seuing the groundwork for a classic trag~y . "

"I don' t agree with his (President
Reagan's) decision to bomb Libya.
Two wrongs don' t make a right and
he's just causing more terrorism."

"I don't know. It just seems to me
like bombing just leads to violence,
especially with Libya. Violence leads
to more violence. "

' "Not really. Since when has a
bombing solved the problem? I think
it has staned even bigger problems .
We may be looking at a war. I don' t
think it was a good idea ."

Undeclared
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Modern dance Co. moves Chicago
By Glenda Mace
When Nana Shincflug was taking
dancing lessons as a young woman.
her ballet teacher used to call here
Joe Louis. At that frustrating time in
her life . she had no idea that she
would someday be the founder of the
Chicago Moving Company.
''I'm not a ballet dancer."
Shincflug said . " I don't have the line
that a ballet dancer needs. I don't
have that fine flexibility and I don't
have those beautiful. little arched
feet. I'm physically a great big lady;
I look like a football player."
And so Shincflug took dance
classes from age II through 32. but
repressed her longing to be a professional dancer and became something more practical. a mathematics
teacher .
"My ballet teacher used to call me
Joe Louis and I used to go home and
cry." s he explained. " I thought
' Well. this is silly. Apparently I'm
not suited to be a professional dancer
so I'll go to school and get a degree
and dance on the side for my own
enjoyment
Shineflug stuck to that dccos10n
long enough to teach mathematics
for four years at New Trier High
School. · Then. something happened
that changed her life.
" When I got to be 30, I found out
that there was modem dance," she
said. "Then I thought 'Ooh . so
that's what I am,· I had been looking
in the wrong area."
She discovered modern dance
when her long-time ballet teacher
closed her studio. forcing Shineflug
to find another place to study . Her
new teacher was associated with a
woman who had a modem dance

troupe . and before long. Shineflug
was dancing in that company. Just
two years later. she was ready to
slrikc out on her own.
" The Chicago Moving Company
really began because I decided at
about 32 that I really wanted to
dance. and I had two children. a nd
no money and there was nothing
going on in Chicago that I really
wanted to do." she said . "So. in that
old American way - when there's
nobody doing what you want to do.
you do it for yourself - I staned a
rcpenory company so that I could
experience wonderful dancers and
still stay here in Chicago ...
The company as it is today is not
cxaclly as its founder e nvisioned it
when it was formed in 1969. " I had
originally thought that I would gather
together a group of c horeographers
and we would a ll choreograph for
each other ... Shincflug said . " But I
got a group of people together and
found out that I was the only one
who wanted to choreograph. so I did
most of the choreography in the
beginning."
Then. when the company was
incorporated as a repenory company. Shincflug brought in people to
teach herself and the others in the
company to perform the works of
guest choreographers. "We learned
a lot in that period. but in 1981 I
decided I was ready to do my own
work.·· Shincflug said. · ' Essentially.
the original Moving Company was
my training ground . but at a ccnain
point in time. I wanted to do my own
thing. I think that's probably more
typical of modem dancers than any
other area of dance. Ballet dancers
a nd jazz dancers don't necessarily
want to choreograph. but I think

Nana Shlneftug
every modern dancer wants evenlually to choreograph because (modern
dance) is suc h a personal thing and
it' s so involved with your feelings."
Although Shincflug has been the
anistic director throughout the history of the company. and it was
created as a single-choreographer
company. she is not the sole choreographer today. "I now have a
wonderful assistant artistic director.
Mario Rico-Fuentes... Shincflug
said. " He's been around me most of
my life; I've trained him. He 's gone
and come back. like adolescent
children go and come back and leave
and come back again. a nd finally he
came back to stay. Whe n he did I
as ked him if he'd be my Jose and I'd
be his Doris. just like Jose Limone
and Doris Humphrey. that wonderful
dancing pair of the 30s and 40s. I
think that's essentially what we arc
now . He's a super choreographer
and so he's choreographing a lot in
the company."
Rico-Fucntes. a Chicago native.
studied at the Jaffrey School o f
Ballet in New York during one of his
leaves from the company. but the
dancing he and Shincflug chor-

cograph for the company can easily
be identified as modern dance. " Our
intention is to speak to life through
our dance,.. Shineflug said . "We
dance for life's sake rather than for
art's sake. We want to communicate
with people; we want to talk about
our own feelings. I think that an is a
prophet by which human beings talk
about those things that our rational
world docs n ' t have the facilities with
which to communicate. I think that
an is a way we talk about our
feelings, about our common experiences. You can't just walk up to
somebody and say. 'Wasn't it neat to
sit in the forest,' but you can experience that same communication in
a dance by presenting the feelings of
being in a forest."
· 'Gretawa. ·' a piece chor·
cographed by Shineflug that the
company performed in its home:
season in Chicago at the Columbia
College Dance Center on the first
two weekends in April. is an exam·
pic of how the dancers communicate
an experience to the audience. Under
green lights and wearing green cos·
tumes that gave the impression that
the dancers were seaweed. or an
integral pan of the ocean. company
dancers Rebecca Ford. RicoFuentes. Shawn Gilmore. Nancy
Meeter and Eileen Sheehan moved to
Water Collage by Richard Woodbury
a nd the live drumming o f Claudia
Howa rd Queen . As the music and
the dancing increased in intensity .
the audience was drawn into the .
feeling of being a pan of the ocean
and flowing with the tide.
Other pieces presented in April's
performances were: " Handel: Five
on a Bench." a joyful expression of
love among friends. choreographed
by Shineflug; "Facades," c horeography by Rico-Fuentes; "Sounds
and Passages." Shineflug; Ella: Too
Trite for Wo rds. Rico-Fuentes; and
"Love. .. Abundance," Shineflug.
Choreographing for the company
is not the only thing Shineflug does
with her dance experience. She is
also a member of the graduate faculty at Columbia College. teaching
the movement arm of the initial
studio workshop in the interdi sc ip linary arts program . She
coordinates the dance program at
Nonheastcrn Illinois Univcsity as
well . and docs some teaching
through the company . too.
In all of her teaching positions.
her academic background has been
an asset . ··Being a mathematician by
education. I have this desire to know
the fundamental princ iples on which
things arc based." Shincflug said .
" In the process o f this. I've prob
ably learned better than most people
I know. how to teach the fundamentals of movement without
having ·t<Heach high form skills that
only dancers rc<tlly need. and also
what the fundamentals of chor·
cographic form s arc that anybody
can do. So in these classes. I teach

if
Nana ShlndliJII I• the fuunlkr and artl•tlc dlrtdur "' tht Chlc»Kfl MuvhtK C umpany , which ptrformN at the
C:<>lumhla C<>l~ lhlnc:e Center.

them how to move through space
like a good animal."
Another vehicle through which
Shineflug, and· the other memben of
the company, get a chance to pass
along some of their dance know-how
is when the company goes out to
different schools and takes over the
gym classes. " We' re very excited
about residencies In small communities," Shineflug said. " We go
into a town and work with all their
kids and teach all their gym classes.
We teach them movement, help them
create a piece and then give a concen. We do an anistic bomb onto a
little town. It's really neat."
The company has received very
positive feedback from the panicipants of its residencies in Stockton
and Rockford , and according to
Shineflug, young and old alike enjoy
the experience. " The younger kids
love it; they. just eat it up, and so do
the high school kids, much to
everybody· s surprise," Shineflug
said. "We get in there and have the
football players running and jumping
and leaping and tagging, and they
have a great time."
One of the reasons the company is
able to get the male students to
willingly panicipate in the project
has to do with the way they approach
the stude nts. " You can't go in there
with an attitude," said the 50-yearold Shineflug, who panicipates in
bodybuilding to keep her body
young. "You have to go in and S:.J,
' Hi. One, two, three, four, follow
me.' If you challenge them enough,
and they have enough fun, you don't
have any proble m at all."
The company is planning a group
of residencies for The Joyce Foundation. which provides panial fund·
ing for the group, along with The
illinois Ans Council and the Chicago
Office of Fine Ari. Shineflug herself
provides some funds for the company 's performances through her
acceptance of choreography fellowships from The National Endowment for the Ans. which she has
received for the last two years.
The Chicago Moving Company,
since 1983. has been in residence on
Chicago's nonhside. " We' re all
very thankful to Joel Hall and Joseph
Ehrenberg . and The New School
Nonh ... Shincflug said. " They are
very wonderful. We rehearse there
and we feel welcome there. It' s our
home ."
According to Shineflug. the company would like to continue with its
residencies and performances. and
leave its home city lo ng enough to
dance in some beautiful countries.
like Japan . As for the company's
founder. a future filled with dance
seems to be on the horizon. "I'm
going to have a geriatric dance
company with my friends and wt' re
going to wheelchair-it," Shineflug
said. "America is the only country
that docsn 't permit the old people to
dance. and I think that's bad. In the
Indian cultures. the old people do the
most meaningful dances because they
have the most wisdom. I'm going to
dance until I'm terrible."
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Walker's idea: Not very " comical"
Comic books as teaching tool
By Sally Daly
If you ask Greg Walker at any
given mome nt what his favorite pastime is. his eyes will light up and
he'll always give you the same an·
swer - reading comic books .
Reading comic books has turned
l nto something more that just a
pastime for Walker. its become an
obsession.
Walker, a senior journalism stu.· dent at Columbia, has indeed become
obsessed with comic books. Not only
does he enjoy reading and talking
lbout them and the perils of various
Superheroes. he wants to make
comic books a major pan of his

career.
The idea may sound son of childish and silly, but he doesn't think so.
As a matter of fact. Walker takes
comic books so seriously, he is
currently working on an independent
project here at Columbia that focuses
directly on the cartooned creations.
He is seeking to incorporate the usc
of comic books as an educational
tool for children in school systems.
" In a sight-orientated society.
such as we in America arc with
television," Walker explained.
"comics combine both the visual and
the printed word. As far as literacy
goes, I think this can be a very
powerful tool."
Walker's idea, which he refers to
as a "literacy promotion project," is
simply to teach using comic books.
He would like to see the graphic
magazines " used as part of school
curriculum's to spark apathet ic
young people to read."

.. Why not use well-written comics
to get messages across that reading is
fun a nd its something very beneficial
for the individual and their future."
The bas te idea for Walker' s
project began two years ago in a
public relations cou rse at Columbia
taught by instructo r Mort Stone .
It 's started as a PR porject."
explained Walker. " When I did it. I
wrote it up and presented it to the
class and the teacher liked it. He
thought it was a good idea."
Walker said. "I thought it was
okay. but I didn't know how feasible
it was. just to do it. After class
(Mo rt) took me to the side and told
me that I just shouldn't let this lay
there. He told me not to let this slip
by. that this was something that
could really happen. "

An original and
unique approach
According to Stone. Walker was
"very much o n his own" in the
developing process of the project."
Stone saw Wal ker's project idea as
"a very origi nal approach- something different. "
" It 's a challenge when you have a
class assignment to be origi nal and to
be creative. Greg met that challenge
and that's what education is all
about." said Stone .
Following the course. Walker
began researching the project idea on
his own.

(Chronicle/Robb Perea)

Two examples of comic books that Walker a dvocates for education . On tbe left is " S pider-Ham," a runny
animal parody, geared toward young children on a grade school level. On the right, " The Dar k Knight
Returns," a novelistic superhero book, geared towa rd m ore matu re readers.
" I started looking into it and
looking at where people use comics
in education.·· he said . ..In my
research. I've come across plenty of
people that have used comics to
teach kids and who advocate their
usc. but there 's never been an offi-

cial program that has combined
comics and education.
Walker claims that comics arc just
what is needed to help children along
and to promote reading. He says that
comics can be actively used to help
children's comprehension. an skills
and vocabulary.
Although the groundwork for his
project began in a course at school,
Walker says he has been interested

in comics for quite some time. He
was born in Mississippi in 1963 and
he and his family moved to Chicago
in the early '70s. It was after the
move that he says he became a
"heavy reader. " Comics became an
escape for Walker as a young man .
.. Like so many other blacks who
came North looking for the good
life. we got the ghetto. There were
people who had a million reasons to
want to escape from their lives. They
had a million ways to do it. too. A
lot of them made the pushers and
police departments happy. while I
gave my spare change to Marvel
Comics." said Walker.
His ultimate plan is to introduce
his idea into schools. He hopes to
begin right here in Chicago, in the
public school system. In fact . he has
already gotten things started.
" I got in touch with some people
in education. namely Jacqueline
Vaughn (Chicago Teachers Union
president ) and Manford By rd
(Chicago school board superintendant), and I've also talked to several
tcache"· and they like my idea ." he

Co lumbia: a good
place to w ork
on the project
''ud . · · M\ . Vaughn wants me to
<.:omc w tetlk to a teac her~ commmcc
to tell them mo re about it. · ·

Walker poses a sp read of h is fa•·orite comics ranging from " Power Pack" to an updated version of "The

Shadow.''

V/ith the Incentive of the higherup.-.. 1n education and the support of
fru:nd . . csnd teac he rs. Walker pla n\ to
conunuc his work after h1~ independent proJeCt at s. hool ts complete He added that Columbia has

been a good place to work o n this
project.
"Columbia is the perfect place to
do something like this because its
unstructured. Columbia has a nice
reputation for letting people go on
their own and do their own c reative
things. I' ve appreciated the support
I' ve gotten here from teache rs and
stude nts. "
Here at Columbia this year.
Walker was a recipient of a John
Fischetti Scholarship, which is
awarded in the honor of the late
Pulitzer prize-winning political cartoonist of the Chicago Daily News .
Walker takes special pride in the
scholarship because he says it is in
honor of a man "who knew well the
power of words and pictures."
Fischetti understood that the most
powerful vehicle to insure comprehend ing meaning is pictures and
words together." he said.
As pan of an independent project.
Walker is required to hand in a
certain amount of work at the end of
the semester. He has worked out a
business plan and a publicity plan,
and he is c urrently working on a
budget. Because he hopes to continue
the project after he graduates,
Walker is seeking fund ing to get
things going. Garnering fund s for a
student project has not been easy .
" I'm trying for Federal, state and
any other funding possible." he explained.
If his plan is to ultimately succeed,
Walker will not only need the coope ration of peo ple in the comics industry and teacher\ . but people who
can help him along as hi~ idea\
develop into a workable plan . He
cu rrently ha> three other people
working in diffe rent areas of the
project. ... uc h a\ wnting . gruph1c
dc~ign. illu,trauon. c1c. " Once my
plan get> o ff the ground, I plan to
get more peo ple an on it." he said .
Although the tdca began a' a
re;ult of an illu\lnn. provided by the
fantas y character\ m comic l:xxJh,
G reg Walker i\ turmng this illusion
into a realist ic method that. if successful. could change the way that
kids fee l about readtng and education. This . even an theory. i ~ no
>mall step.
Let's hear if for the Superheroes.
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Peace Museum undergoes organizational changes
By Susan Jay
Columbia College has strong tics
to the Peace Museum. 430 W . Eric.
an institution dedicated to peace ed ucation through literary. visual, and
performing ar1S.
For example. the Peace Mural,
created by museum co-founder and
artist. Mark Rogovin. and painter
Barbara Browne. is located on the
first floor of Columbia 's main campus building . This was the museum's
first public project.
College President Mirron Alexandroff has supported the museum
since its creation in 1981 and is a
former member of its board of directors. Columbia's Director of Development, Jack Wolfsohn is also a
long-time supporter and is currently
the board's acting chairperson .
"The Peace Museum represents
an everyday emergency." said
Wolfsohn. who describes himself as
a "quasi-consultant to the development of the museum." In addition.
Radio Department Instructor. WXRT
disc jockey Terri Hemmert is a
particularly active volunteer. Her
efforts include a series of "Give
Peace a Dance" fund-raising parties.

The fund-raising issue is largely
re s pon s ible for organizational
changes that arc taking place at the
museum .

First. the museum 's staff has been
retitled and reorganized. Marianne
Philbin. former curator, is now executive director, replacing Rogovin.
" My main immediate goal is to
establish an endowment fund , which
is something we couldn't even con·
sider a few years ago. when the
museum was young," said Philbin.
"Everyone was waiting to sec what
we were going to do. ' :
She said that establishing an endowment fund is an important program. explaining that it is difficult to
raise the budget on a yearly basis
without such a program . This change
in staff will free Rogovin of basic
administrative responsibilities. He
will, however. independently remain
with the museum's board o f directors.
Rogovin's last official day with
the museum was April 20, which
was also the opening day for the
museum's next exhibit, titled. "The
Butcher. the Baker. the Candlestick
Maker: Image< nf l .ahnr "

City Club to offer
Loop fitness center
By Debby Vincent
Behind the concrete coves of what
resembles a space-age beehive. otherwise known as River City. is
housed Chicago's soon-to-be newest
fitness center. the City Cl ub.
Located at 800 S . Wells. the City
Club is structured to meet the fitness
freaks every need. Among the facilities soon-to-be available at the
S7 .5 million club: an aerobics studio
with a $20.000 sound and lighting
system : a 25-me,cr lap pool : co-ed
whirlpool with seating for 65: sauna :
four racquet ball courts: two squash
couns: free weight area: steam
rooms: lounge and JUice bar: tanning
beds: banked and cus hioned jogging
track: 150 pieces of progressive
cxc rci~

equipment from Nautilu' .

Kc1o;cr and Universal : and an eight -

foot television M:rccn to view while
v.orkmg out o n the lifecyclc>.
The 55.000 square-foot c lub w1ll
be the on ly comprc hcn>~vc health

At no extra charg~ to club members. the preventative medical programs include a com prehensive
computerized disease risk profile.

nutritional evaluation and a physician
cardiopulmonary evaluation.
At reduced f.:es. City Club offe rs
its members: treadmill stress testing.
pre-exercise evaluation. weight-loss
program. cancer screening program.
heart-attack prevention program and
a diabetes program.
Although affiliated with Chicago
Health Clubs, the City Club is managed as a separate club which will
not accept Chicago Health Club
memberships.
Of the 5.500 memberships available. City Club expects the majority
of its members to be rc>idcnts o f the
River City complex and businessmen
working in the South Loop area .

health monitoring "'rvicc' by phy \ ICian\ as~iatcd wllh the Ru~ h ·
Pre;b)'lcnan-St. Lu ke' Medical
Center.

Scheduled to open May I of this
year . the City C lub welcomes guided
tours between 10 a . m. and 8 p.m .
daily . For more infonnatio n about
City C lub visit the City C lub Information Center at 705 S. Dearborn or
call 663-5300.

Classified

FOR SALE: Vintage country

~ nd

fitness center in Chicago with

t-- ...::::c..:..==-.::::...::...:..:c.:=c...=:=----4 home/retreat on panoramic 40

FOCUS ILLINOIS PHOTO acres (10 cleared and 30
CONTEST: A photography wooded) with barn/studio and
contest sponsored by the other out buildings in northState of Illinois, has a May 30 western Wisconsin $39,900.
deadline and Is open to per- 663-1600 x 292 Dept. of Libsons 18 and older. Entries eral Education, Louis Silmust be previously un- verstein
pu bllshed and lend them- t-:::-=::--::-::-=--:-:-::.--:-:-=--::.,-::--:-=--l
selves to current tourism ac- GET OFF YOUR BUNS
tivlties. For entry forms write AND ORDER MUFFINS
to Focus Illinois Photo Con- FROM LES BROWNLEE,
lest, DCCA, 820 E. Adams, "THE MUFFIN MAN" .
StJringfield, IL 82701 .
EXT 348, OR 864-2357
------~-------------------1
Attention Hispanic
Artlsls, sculptors and photoStudents II
graphers who would like to
Announcrng scholarships for share working space and, If
H1span1c studenls awarded !hey want lo, exhibit some of
on lhe bas1c of merll and !heir work lo lhe public,
f1nanc1al need. Contacl Janel should call (312) 326-2923 afGraves. Off1ce of Financial ler 6:00 PM weekdays or all
A1d, Room 603, for an appll- day on weekends. Or wrlle:
callon Apphcalion deadline: c/o Darrow, 1900 S. Prairie,
Apnl 30. 1986
Chicago, IL. 60816.

Marianne Philbin
This exhibit, which ties into a
city-wide commemoration of the
IOOth anniversary of the Hay Market
riots portrays the life of laborers
both at home and at work, from

1800 to the present. " Images of
U.bor" features prints and lithographs and also photographs taken
by Rogovin 's father, contemporary
documentary photographer Milton
Rogovin.
Rogovin's future plans include
writing a case history on the development of the Peace Museum, to be
used as handbook for those who have
expressed an interest in creating
s imilar institutions. In addition , he
will attend an international peace
conference in Denmark. where he
will present panels from the museum 's exhibit, " The Ribbon ,"
which will remain in Europe as a
tourin~ exhibition.
Other staff changes at the Peace
Museum include the retitling of
Public Relations Director Ruth Barrett, and expanding her responsibilities.
· The Peace Museum's board or·
directors is also undergoing administrative changes. Again, the es-

tablishment of an endowment fund is
of main concern, along with building
a national advi~ board of people
whose names will give the museum
national recognition.
"The Peace Museum is worthy of
much greater attention. Even though
it's a national institution, it depends
on Chicago individuals for its source
of support," said Wolfsohn.
The Peace Museum is currently
funded by grants. The most recent
grants are a $12,000 grant from the
Illinois Arts Council and a $9,000
grant from the City Arts Program of
the Chicago Office of Fine Arts, as
well as private donations.
" Individual contributors are the
most important element in sustaining
a fund -raising program," Wolfsohn
said. He added that the museum
" has lived very carefully with limited funds ever since its founding and
existence," and said that it is "taken
for granted by people outside the
museum.''

Interdisciplinary Arts Program
marks 10th. Columbia anniversary
By Jeanette P. Bell
When you think about colored
pencils, pens, crayons, and water
colors, you probably never consider
making beautiful, colorful, and
meaningful pictures with them, especially not 4-feet-wide pictures to
hang in galleries all over the world.
Janet Cooling did, however, and
. . now her exhibits are hanging in
Feature Gallery, 320 W. Huron.
Cooling is j ust one of the women
artists to speak in the "Women and
Metaphor" series as a part of the
G r ad ua t e P rog ra m of Interdisciplinary Arts lOth anniversary .
The program was designed 10
years ago, and is sponsored by the
Chicago Consortium of Colleges and
Universities. The program was designed by Jean Unsworth, of Loyola
University of Chicago, Rebecca
Ruben music and program director
now with the C leveland Orchestra,
and Suzanne Cohan formerly of the
University o f Illinois at Chicago,
chairperson of the masters program
of Interdisciplinary Arts Education at
Columbia.
The program started at Loyola
University, and after five years was
re-established at Columbia College
where it remains.
The program began its celebration
in November with an alumni show
and performance, where former
students returned to Columbia to
s hare with their fellow graduates the
work they've been doing silice they·
graduated from the program.
" A masters program in the Interdisciplinary Arts : our own attempt to
deal with the overdepartmentalization , overspecialization, and the
generally painful fragmentation of
knowledge that has taken place in the
schools," wrote Suzanne Cohan in
Curriculum Review , October ·1978.

The program examines the five
major disciplines of the arts (visual,
sout)ds, movement, literary, and
dramatic arts) and pays particular
attention to their conceptual similarities and differences between the
arts and their roles in society and
education.
The master of interdisciplinary
arts program is arranged in four
sequences.
Sequence I consists of the interdisciplinary studios. This is a handson introduction to the compositional
s imilarities and differences in the
arts.
Sequence 0 is the series that
examines the history, sociology and
program development. Sequence m
deals with completing the graduate
program eleetives such as therapeutic
uses of drama, performance asthetics, technical problem solving,
and other eleetives including generative systems, fundraising for the
arts. film animation, screenwriting,
or independent projects.
Sequence IV consists of the practicum and thesis series, in which
students takes classes dealing with
writing a thesis, and then take what
they studied and learned into their
field of specialization .
" The graduate program can be
completed in five semesters and all
the classes are held in the evening
because most of our students work
full time during the day . This allows
them to ·work during the day and
attend the graduate classes at night,"
Cohan said.
For 10 years the graduate program
of Interdisciplinary Arts has concern
with taking what has been learned in
one academic curriculum and adding
it to another to bring about a larger
variety of ideas to the arts.
Cooling, a speaker in the

" Women and Metaphor" series,
uses the interdisciplinary arts as she
paints, colors, and draws, using images as self portraits . One of Cooling' s images made with oil paints is
called " Disco Snakes." Another of
her works is "Radioactive Housewives," which she drew as her idea
of alcoholism and drug abuse tiiiiOII&
suburban housewives. "My work is
done from photographs and a lot of
other things put together," Cooling
said.
Among other women expressionist
painters that helped the gradume
program celebrate its anniversary is
Hollis Sigler , an i.ns1ructor M Columbia College whose work focuses
on "Interior and Exterior Spea:,"
and Kathy Constantinides, wbo takes
her words and combines them with
artist books, inslal.lations, and objects.
The " Women and Metaphor"
series will conclude with a wellknown writer, critic, and performer,
Joanna Freuh, who will discuss and
address " Poses of Power- The Female Artist as Hero(ine)." This lecture is May 8 at 7 p .m . at the lith
Street Campus, 62 E. lith Street.
Of the 205 alumni of the program,
many have gone on to develop new
art programs in schools, hospitals,
and art galleries. Other students
practically "re-invented" themselves
and created new programs whenever
they felt they could help.
Columbia College employs graduates of the lnterdisciplin'ary Arts
program as full-time faculty. They
are Eileen Cherry, counselorgraduate of the program in 1980; Pat
Olson. art instructor and 1981 graduate; and the most recent graduate,
Naomi Sheridan, placement counselor and 1984 graduate of the program.

The world is waitiw;.
Be an exchange student.
Step into a_n adventure filled with opportunities aod challenges. As •
part ?f Intemat10~al Youth Exchange, a_Presidential Initiative for peace,
you hve abroad w1th your new host family. Learn new skills. Go to new
schools. Make new friends.
. \bung people f~m _all segments of America!! society a r e .
!)emg sel_ectcd. If you(] hke to be one of them, wnte for more
.
1
mfonnat um on programs, costs and financial aid.
llelp brin,l{ the wot:ld together. one fli ndship at a tim
M
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-----------------------~--------------------~
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Now wno

could·ve done
t.h

The Last Dragons

by K. Bufkin

by Goodfriend

by W . Whitney

Hunters

S'/()P/ I'LL

NOTHAVE

YOU SLAY!IIC. OUr?
WORKERS OVER
SUCH TRIVIAL /I! ATWG.

(/!I

ACROSS
1 Fondle
4 Blemishes
9 Uncooked
12 Time gone by
13 Thieves' slang
14 Anger
15 Veget able
17 Grated
19 Trial

21
22
25
27
31
32
34
35
36
37
38

·· ··· ..... .

Exist
Wild plum
Vessel
Collect•ons
Goddess of
healing
Pierce
Forenoon
Dry, as w1ne
Bow
Runnmg
Calc1um car·
bonate rock

e Puzzle

41 Goal
42 Mix
43 Petition

44 War god
45 Guido's low
note
47 Form er Russian
ruler
49 Cheer less
53 Horse's home
57 Poem
58 Fracas
60 Belonging

to us
61 Cry of crow
62 Pigpens
63 Matu re

OOWN
1 Soft food
2 The sell
3 Small ch1ld
4 Surfe1t
5 Expectations

6 King o f Bashan
7 Rocky hill
8 Blunt end
9 Bone o f b ody
10 Metric measure
11 Marry

16 Devoured
18 Whisk ers
20 Measure of
weight

22 Fast ens
23 Bo undary
24 Either' s partner

26 A st ate
28 Banking term:
abbr.
29 Make amends
30 D1spatches
32 Foothke part
33 Pedal d1g1t
35 AntitOXIn
39 Roman 1001

40 Away
41 Teutonic deity

44 Macaw
46 Scottish caps
48 The sweetsop
49 Physician:
colloq .
50 'M ountain on
Cret e

51 Stitch
52 Permit
54 Neckp•ece
55 Haul w1t h effort

56 Before
59 Ch.nese d•stance measure
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WreStlemania nothing but fun
By Craig J . Dowden
Professional wrestling . There it is
out in the open for all the world to
see. I wrote it and you read it . But
did you notice something, or should
I say, a lack of something?
Even though that devil of the
sponing world, professional wrestling. has been mentioned, hair didn' t
grow out of our palms. our eyes
didn't fall out, our teeth didn 't tum
all shades of colors and our lives just
did not change all that much .
No matter how many spon swriters
and other self-proclaimed censors of
"true" sponing events have told the
public that professional wrestling is
as anificial as the turf under the
Super Bowl Champions feet. what
they have neglected to te ll us is that
it is fun.
Wrestlemania II was a prime example of the excitement that can be
generated from a "fixed" spon.
From the beginning hype of
Wrestlemania II to the bitter end
when Hulk Hogan retained his
World Wrestling Federation Champ-

ionship belt by climbing out o t a
reinforced steel cage, leaving a
bloody King Kong Bundy in his
path, the spectacle which most reffered to as a three-ring circus, was at
the very least entenaining and something that everyone could have a
good sound belly laugh about.
Is there anything wrong with that?
No.
Wrestlemania II originated from
three sights: New York. Chicago and
Los Angeles . All three of the cities
had good action and quite a few
laughs.
The ~ighlight of the New York
third of Wrestlemania II was a boxing match between Rowdy Roddy
Piper (honestly) and Mr. T . Following three of the most Joe Louisgrave-turning rounds of boxing ever
seen by a wide-eyed audience, Mr. T
sent Piper flying out of the ring with
a right cross that air conditioned the
entire stadium . Piper returned only
to take out his frustrations on T . with
a body slam that earned him a
disqualification. Ridiculous? Maybe .
But is a baseball field of d rug
abusers any better?

On to Chicago the cameras and
attention went, as the matches in the
Big Apple ended. Here the highlight
was, of course, the 20 man over-thetop-rope battle royal which featured ,
among others, William "the Refrigerator" Perry and Jimbo Coven.
A woofing crowd of 12 ,000 met
Pe rry and Coven as they made their
ways to the ring and a gigantic roar
surfaced as Perry made his way to
the top rope before waving to the
adoring crowd and belly flopping his
way into the match.
After s uffering through some
"un fair" double-teaming, Perry
turned. c rouched his weight mto a
football stance and blew into Bret
Han and Jim "the Anvil" Neidhan
sending the m fly ing over the top
rope. The c rowd roared with approval but then showed the spirit that
has made Chicago famous by throwing cups and hot dogs at the two as
they snuck back in the ring behind
the back of special referee Dick
Butkus .
Perry's luck finally gave out,
however. as he was thrown from the

ring by Big John Studd. The last
laugh belonged to the tackle-turnedtouchdown maker though, as Perry
fooled Studd by offering his hand in
the spirit of sponsmanship. Upon
shaking , Perry pulled Studd ove~ the
top rope and out of the match .
Andre the Giant was eventually
crowned the king of the battle royal
and the c rowd, ·once again, cheered
with a fever that made even Andre
crack an uncharacteristic smile.
A travesty, all of those people
rooting for character actors. It is all
a fix! Is it more of a ftx than a
Tulane point shaving scandal?
Finally , the evening concluded in
Los Angeles. Here it was up to Hulk
Hogan to save his dignity and defeat
the 400 + POUnd Kin,~~; Kong Bundy.
The maich , which. took place in a
steel cage, was a result of a beating
that Bundy gave Hoga n in Phoenix a
few weeks before.
As any good Wrestlemania rematch would have it, Hogan overcame the insurmountable odds and
immovable object to keep his belt.

America is safe again . You can let
the kids out.
•
That's all just a bunch of. ~
lievable drivel, a spona writer may
say . Is it as unbelievable as major
college athletic programs dull give ·
scholarships to students/athlwithout the ability to read or write?
Indeed, professional wreatlina
may not be the most believab,le lpOC1
to hit the scene. The wrestlen come
back from blood-shedding beatinp,
get dropped on their heads, and ~
holds put on them that most likely
cause as little pain as a 11101q11ito
bite. But professional wreatling is
one thing. Fun .
In professional wrestling there ~
never be a players strike, ~
trials, recruiting violations, billion
dollar contracts, arbitration or holdouts.
Professional wreatling is what
spons are meant to be. It is the
ultimate competition of good versus
evil in the center of the ring. And it
is what spona were originally designed to be for the fan; Fun.

Surprises dominate first round NHL playBy Greg Canfield
For all the advocates of the National Hockey League's 16-team
playoff format. this season's first
round was for you.
Not only were the Norris Division
champion Black Hawks upset by
Toronto. but founh place Hanford
whipped Adams Division champion
Quebec . ln the Patrick Division
heavily favored Philadelphia was
knocked o ut by New York's
Rangers.
Parity has hit the NHL. Toronto's
elimination of the Blac k Hawks
didn't come as a complete surprise
after the Maple Leafs won six of the
eight regular season meetings, but
nobody expected the young Leafs to
dominate the series as they did .
Not only were the Hawks beat on
the scoreboard . they were beat
physically. Had it not been fo r the
outstanding play of center Denis
Savard the Hawks" demise would
have been even more embarrassing.
Hampered by an injury to Troy
Murray, Savard p rov ided the
Hawks' only offense. Savard tied a

Dupont were kept away from the
front of the Hawks' net, making it
easy for Steve Thomas, Rick Vaive,
and Peter lhnacak to beat goalies
Murray Bannerman and Bob Sauve.
Although the Hawks were strugg ling towards the end of the regular
season most expens still thought they
had the best chance to stop the
Edmonton Oilers' bid for a founh
straight Stanley C up fmal appear-

ance.

Jari Kurri makes Wayne
Gretzky's line the most potent
in the league

Mark Messier is known
for his physical play as much
as his scoring

Chicago Playo ff record with four
goals in the second game o f the
series and might have broken the
mark had it not been for the sensa·
tiona! goaltcnding of Ken Wregget.
Seeing his first post-season actio n.
Wregget sho wed the poise of a vet-

eran as he frustrated the Hawks. His
defense helped out by clearing away
any rebounds .
The Leafs also forechecked so
well , Hawk defensemen Doug
Wilson, Bob Murray, Marc Bergevin. Keith Brown and Jerome

With the Hawks out of the picture,
look for the Oilers to once again
represent the CampbeU Conference.
Parity might allow the surging Maple
Leafs to earn a meeting with the
Oilers in the semifinals, but the
Oilers are above being affected by it .
Stopping wonderfu l Way ne
Gretzky doesn' t stop the Oilers. Jari
Kurri, Mark Messier, Glen Anderson, Paul Coffey and · Mike
Krus he lnyski provide more fire
power than any other team in NHL
history.
The only factor still in doubt is the
Oile rs' opponent in the finals .

Cubs, White Sox off ~~d \Val king
Prior to the opening of ba.<eball' s
regular season , rumors were already
c irculating that White Sox manager
Tony LaRus.a would be fired if the
Southsider's didn' t get off to a quick

stan.
On the Nonh side, C ub skipper
J im Frey was cons idered to be in the
same position. Following tl1e fi rst
week of action, it wouldn't have
been far-fetched to ; uggest they
might juM replace each other.
Never mind that it is only April
and anything can happen . The initial
performances by Chicago'> teams
were MJ frightening, even the rno~t
optimistic fan had cau\C for concern.
The White Sox couldn' t get any
pitching and the Cub' couldn ' t get
any h111ing . If they could JU>l join
force' all the pruhlem' would he
or cour... that' • nul po.-ible
unlc\\ huth liJdc" were to get to·

"''vcd.

gcthcr to mHkc a f'll<tJOr trade. Hrnm .

Tom Seaver

wc.~n t "'i

to he

tr<.~dct.l .

hut the C'uh\ have pll<.:hmg and mo re

uuport<mtly the Sox don ' t Sc;avcr
ai\IJ warn-. to be rradct.l only to the
bt\1 <.oa«tl \t t he com he nc ar tw.

family. A trade to the Cubs would
only move him closer to O'Hare .
The C ubs need a third baseman .
The White Sox don 't have one to
trade. The C ubs need a left fielder.
So do the White Sox . These teams
can' t even help cuch other .

sion. Therefore it shouldn't take
more than 90 wins to capture a
division title.
Now don't laugh. Okay. laugh .
The White Sox won 85 games last
year with a weak pitching staff. IF
Richard Dotson's arm stays healthy

Locker Room Lines

by
Greg Canfield
I• there no hope'! Is the Windy
City going 10 be blown out of the
pennant race before the ull-stur
break'!
Maybe .
But don' t try to \CII your ~Cu\on
llckel\ JU•I yet. If the C uh' cont inue
to get \lrong ' Ianing pitching they
won' t need many run" lo w in.

II' lor the White Sn x. well ,
rc111cltlhc r they pl:1y in n wcuk divi

and if Floyd Bannister can regain the
form he had the second half of the
1983 season, the White Sox fonunes
cou ld turn around .
you will notice , is the ope-

"tr·.

rative word . If both tcums continue
Hounde r like Jish IIUI of Wtllcr,
und Frey urc ~ure to be out
nf jnbs.
T he sud pun is it'' nut their fuull .
Prey tried In shuke· up the C ubs by

In

L~•Russu

using a differen1 line-up in five ol
the fi rst six games . Most managers
wouldn't have had the guts to bench
veterans like outfielder Gary Matthews and third baseman Ron Cey,
but Frey decided he would try to
make something happen instead o f
waiting for something to happen.

u-.

LaRussa played the people
executive vice president in charge of
baseball operations, Ken Harrelson,
wonted him to play. That has meant
putting Carlson Fisk in left field and
Joel Skinner behind the plate.
Fisk's range in the outfield is
limited and Skinner has yet to hit for
averoge or excel defensively .
LaRu.sa is not to blame. He stmply followed through on Harrelson's
commhtment to Skinner. Likewise,
Frey is not responsible for the Cubs'
putrid offensive performance.
At this point the only thing anyone
can do is hope neither side is as had
us it hus loo ked .
Remember, it is only April and
anything cnn huppen.

Montreal is favored to defeat Hartford, of course: Quebec was even a
stronger favorite.
Canadians' goalie Steve Penney ·
has been red hot as has Whakrs'
goalie Mike Liut. ~ Canadicos
have the home ice advantage and an
edge in experience. Hanford' s sweep
of Quebec however, gave it 14 wjns
in 15 games. The only thing is·
predictable about this series is that it .
figures to go seven games.
In the Patrick Division Washington was impressive in its threegame sweep of the New York Islanders, who eliminated the Capitals
a year ago.
Having proved they can win in the
clutch, the Capitals sbould take care
of the Rangers and then knock off
the winner of the Montreal-Hanford
series.
Edmonton will then be waiting in
the wings to put the finishing touches
on a third straight Stanley Cup. And
that' s the only s ure thing about these
playoffs.

APA
·Walk
May 18The Animal Protective Associ
ation's 4th Annual Walkathon steps
off at 10 a .m. May 18th. The sixmile walk begins at The Pour House,
2559 N. Southpon, circles through
incoln Park, Old Town, and returns
o The Pour House. Proceeds from
his event benefit APA 's near nonh
he Iter and adoption center.
Refreshments, balloons and butons will be available for all walke(S.
Walkathon t-shins will be presented
o persons with $25 or more in
pledges. A special g111nd prize will
be awarded to the panicipant rtlisina
the most money in pledges. APA is a
not-for-profi\ organization. All donotions are tax-deductible.
Chaperones are recommended for
children under 14 years old. Please
do not bring pets to the Walkathon.
Fu r information and pledge
packet , call 871·6606.

